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A BSTRACT
Augmented reality (AR) head-worn displays (HWDs) allow users
to view and interact with virtual objects anchored in the 3D space
around them. These devices extend users’ digital interaction space
compared to traditional desktop computing environments by both
allowing users to interact with a larger virtual display and by affording new interactions (e.g., intuitive 3D manipulations) with virtual
content. Yet, 2D desktop displays still have advantages over AR
HWDs for common computing tasks and will continue to be used
well into the future. Because of their not entirely overlapping set
of affordances, AR HWDs and 2D desktops may be useful in a
hybrid configuration; that is, users may benefit from being able to
work on computing tasks in either environment (or simultaneously
in both environments) while transitioning virtual content between
them. In support of such computing environments, we propose a
prototyping framework for bidirectional Cross-Reality interactions
between a desktop and an AR HWD. We further implemented a
proof-of-concept seamless Desktop–AR display space, and describe
two concrete use cases for our framework. In future work we aim to
further develop our proof-of-concept into the proposed framework.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Mixed / augmented reality
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I NTRODUCTION

Augmented reality (AR) head-worn displays (HWDs) can add virtual
content to users’ physical surroundings. This property gives AR
HWDs great potential in numerous computing contexts, many of
which are yet unexplored. In this paper, we focus on using AR
HWDs in stationary single-user personal computing environments.
In this domain, researchers have explored using them for extending
users’ 2D screens [5, 11, 21] or replacing them altogether [8, 10] to
give the user a larger digital workspace. These devices also show
promise for computing tasks that require users to manipulate and
study objects in 3D, such as in 3D modeling and design tasks [1, 7,
9, 26] or when annotating 3D objects for educational purposes [35].
Some researchers have even posited that AR HWDs will eventually replace desktop computing environments entirely. However, for
many tasks, desktop computer displays currently have advantages
over AR HWDs. The displays themselves are often better: they
provide higher resolutions and better color representations. Further,
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AR HWDs are less ergonomic than desktop displays because they
add weight to the user’s head, which causes fatigue over time, and
restrict the user’s field of view. Desktop screens are also less expensive and more widely available than AR glasses. While some of
these differences may become marginal as more investment is made
to solve the grand challenges facing AR displays [3, 20], it is our
position that the semi-fixed nature of desktop displays will continue
to be useful for computing tasks long into the future. Rather than
imagining a world in which one kind of display replaces another,
it is perhaps more interesting to imagine ways in which different
kinds of displays can interoperate so that people may use different
displays (or even both displays simultaneously) to benefit from their
complementary capabilities.
Such interactions are characterized as Cross-Reality (CR) because they involve the “transition between or concurrent usage of
multiple systems on the reality–virtuality continuum [30].” The
reality–virtuality (RV) continuum [25] describes systems that immerse users in virtual content to varying degrees along an axis from
fully physical to fully immersive virtual reality (VR). To contextualize our CR area of interest in the RV continuum, desktop displays
are fixed in the physical world, and AR displays are at a more virtual
point along the continuum because they add virtual content to the
physical space. We define the Desktop–AR CR space as encompassing systems that include both a desktop display and an AR HWD
and that support interactions and transitions among the distinct display spaces provided by each device. The Desktop–AR space is not
to be confused with Desktop VR (or Fish Tank VR [34]), where a
virtual environment is displayed on a stereoscopic desktop display
and coupled to the user’s head position. Nor is it to be confused
with Desktop AR (sans en dash), where a user can interact with AR
content displayed using a tabletop 3D monitor (e.g., Schmandt’s
stereoscopic workstation [29]). In this paper, we focus on a single
user using both a desktop display and an AR HWD simultaneously.
Because the aim of this paper is to produce a tool that is immediately
useful, we concentrate on optical see-through AR HWDs because
presently they allow the user to view the desktop display in its actual
resolution (compared to video see-through HWDs that can only view
the physical environment at the same resolution as virtual objects).
Currently, prototyping Desktop–AR applications is difficult because it requires custom implementation of the system on AR and
desktop applications separately. In this paper, we propose a unified prototyping framework that combines desktop displays and AR
HWDs in their current forms to support Desktop–AR developers
in prototyping these kinds of systems for different use cases. We
discuss characteristics of the interactions afforded by this combination and present novel CR interaction and transition techniques
that will be supported by our framework. Our proof-of-concept
implementation allows users to select and manipulate content on
and across a 2D desktop display and the 3D space extended from
the desktop displayed through an AR HWD, using either the mouse
or their hands as input devices for the displays.
Our goal is to discuss and refine the Desktop–AR prototyping

framework with members of the CR community to gather feedback,
and further guide development. In future work, the framework will
be made available to the community as an open-source Unity plugin.
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R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we present related research on CR interactions and
transitions. We then review related work on user interfaces that
incorporate ideas applicable to the Desktop–AR design space.
CR systems can include either 1) multiple users at different points
on the RV continuum or 2) a single user using multiple systems at
different points on the RV continuum, either alternating or concurrently. Previous research on CR with users at different points on
the continuum includes interaction between HWD and non-HWD
users as well as interaction between HWD users with different levels
of virtuality, such as VR and AR. The HWD-to-non-HWD interaction involves HWD-user situational awareness [12, 28], as well as
allowing non-HWD users to interact with virtual content [18, 19, 32].
Research on HWD users with different levels of virtuality is centered
around making content of one reality accessible to the other [6, 13].
Prototyping CR has been investigated in VRception [16], where a
system was presented to create prototypes of CR applications across
the entire RV continuum [25] spanning physical reality, AR, augmented virtuality, and VR. While VRception allows for simulating
the Desktop–AR scenario, our prototyping framework supports prototyping on actual hardware and makes it possible for developers to
incorporate peripheral devices such as a mouse.
In our prototyping framework, a single user uses both AR and
desktop interfaces, and is thus interacting with content at different
points on the continuum. Connecting interfaces with different interaction affordances introduces interaction asymmetry. There is
much research on the general problem of reconciling these crossdevice differences and providing meaningful and useful interactions
across both interfaces. Indeed, a recent review by Brudy et al.
sorted through 510 papers on the subject [4]. In this work, we focus specifically on bidirectional interactions between desktop and
head-worn AR devices, which is characterized in the Cross-Device
Taxonomy [4] as single-user, synchronous, spatially or logically
distributed, semi-fixed, and personal.
In 1991, Feiner and Shamash [11] noted the asymmetric benefits
of using 2D and 3D displays together to visualize and interact with
virtual content and explored “hybrid user interfaces” that allowed
users to move 2D windows between each display completely or
partially (i.e., part of a window could be visible on a desktop display
while the remainder was simultaneously visible on the AR HWD).
This hybrid design effectively treated the displays as complementary.
Benko et al. [2] built “cross-dimensional gestural interaction techniques” to transition virtual content between a 2D display and a
3D AR HWD. Their system used an AR HWD, a tracked glove,
and a projected 2D display, and it allowed users to pull and push
virtual objects between the 2D display and the HWD’s 3D space.
More recently, Roo and Hachet [27] presented the OneReality system, an instrumented Mixed Reality (MR) environment that allowed
users to transition virtual content among projected tabletop displays,
handheld displays, and AR and VR HWDs. In XD-AR, Speicher et
al. [31] presented a framework for cross-device interaction and transitions between handheld, projected, and head-worn AR displays.
BISHARE [37] presented a design space for single-user interaction
between head-worn and phone-based AR, They explored using the
phone for spatial interactions and hand-tracked interactions with the
phone display, similar to how our framework describes CR interaction between desktop and AR. Zhu et al. emphasized the different
interaction strengths for each device (e.g., mobile phones are useful for efficient and precise input as well as high-resolution and
full-color 2D content, while AR HWDs are good for displaying 3D
imagery in the user’s spatial environment) as well as differentiating
between phone-centric and HWD-centric interactions [37].

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Subdivision of the display space: (a) top-down view of user
and their computing space, (b) computing space from the perspective
of user marked by yellow triangle in (a). On Screen is the 2D space
displayed on the screen. Screen Border is an area around the screen
where AR content can be anchored to the screen. Reach Cylinder
is an area all around the user that is within reach from their seated
position. Desk Surface is the tabletop space in front of the user.

Related to the desktop input side of the Desktop–AR CR space,
Zhou et al. [36] created a “depth-adaptive cursor” that integrated
a conventional 2D desktop mouse into 3D space viewed through a
VR HWD. Additionally, Kim and Vogel [22] extended 2D mouse
interaction into projected AR through a cursor that moves along the
3D geometry of virtual objects in the projected AR space.
Applying these CR concepts, Wang et al. [33] implemented a data
visualization system for physicists that allows seamless usage of both
screen and AR space. Their application can show 3D visualizations
both on the screen and in AR. Similar to our work, they also allowed
the mouse to be used in 3D space, though with a button to switch
between spaces rather than moving the mouse over the screen edge.
3

P ROPOSED D ESKTOP –AR P ROTOTYPING

FRAMEWORK

In this section, we propose a general-purpose CR framework that
would allow developers to easily implement Desktop–AR CR interaction techniques. The framework would provide a seamless display
space between desktop and AR, with support for mouse-based and
hand-tracking input, as well as basic CR interactions and transitions.
Developers can use this framework to prototype applications that
make concurrent or alternating use of Desktop and AR.
To help define CR interactions in our framework, we divide the
Desktop–AR display space, similar to Zhu et al. [37], into On Screen
(OS) and Spatial. The spatial display space is further subdivided
into Screen Border (SB), Reach Cylinder (RC), and Desk Surface
(see Fig. 1). The Reach Cylinder (RC) is an approximation of where

the user can reach in 3D space. To aid in this approximation, we
can use “joint-centered kinespheres” [23] that model users’ nearby
reachable space. We discuss interactions and transitions across
different subdivisions of the space, but with limited emphasis on the
Screen Border space because we envision it being mainly used to
add extra user interface elements to On Screen applications.
We first present our choice of input devices for the Desktop–
AR framework: mouse and hand tracking (the mouse being the
traditional input on the desktop screen and hand tracking being the
traditional spatial input). Then we identify the ways in which these
can be used to interact “across realities,” by which we mean using
the input device outside of its traditional display area or performing
an interaction in one display area with effects in the other. Finally,
we use these CR interactions to perform CR transitions, and describe
methods by which content can be moved between display spaces.
Our goal is to implement these proposed interactions and transitions
into the prototyping framework, allowing developers to use them
when prototyping Desktop–AR applications.
3.1

Input Modalities

Our framework considers two input modalities: mouse and hand
tracking. First, the mouse serves as a traditional 2D input device,
moving a cursor with two degrees of freedom (DOF). We chose to
include this input device because it is the most common for desktop
computing. Second, hand tracking allows for directly interacting
with content in 3D space, and is enabled by the AR HWD. Current
MR devices offer both hand tracking and motion controllers as options for spatial input, yet we chose not to include motion controllers
in our framework. The main reason for focusing on hand tracking instead of motion controllers is the ease of switching between
modalities, as hand tracking avoids the need to put down the motion
controller when switching to the mouse. To maintain a seamless
input modality in a different way, the desktop could be equipped
with a touchscreen, so the user could use their hand to interact with
content displayed on the AR HWD and on the desktop. In this paper,
we focus on the more common personal computing case of a user
using a keyboard and mouse primarily for their tasks.
Both input modalities, mouse and hand tracking, have strengths
and weaknesses. The mouse is more precise, but typically limited to
2D movements, though extensions to 3D environments have been
investigated [36]. Hand tracking is less precise, but allows for direct and intuitive 3D interaction. Because of these differences in
precision and dimensionality, mouse and hand tracking are complementary input modalities.
3.2

Desktop–AR CR Interactions

We consider the following cases of CR interaction in our framework:
• using an input device outside of its traditional display space
• using an input device in one display space with effects in the
other
• using an input device with effects in both display spaces
• bimanual interaction in the same or different display spaces
Tables summarizing Desktop–AR CR Interaction can be found in
Appendix A and Appendix B.
Using an input device outside its traditional display space. we
consider the following interaction scenarios: using the mouse in 3D
space, or using hand interactions on the screen. As a basic mouse
interaction, extra user interface (UI) elements added to the screen
border can be easily accessed. For more distant interactions, we
envision the mouse to remain a 2D input device, thus limiting its
reach to the surface of a cylinder in 3D space rather than adding a
third axis of movement. This approach allows the mouse to move
off the screen onto the Screen Border and along the Reach Cylinder
surface. However, we expect areas farther along the Reach Cylinder
to be more difficult to access with the mouse in a traditional desktop
setup. For example, the area opposite the desk and behind the user

would be difficult to access as the mouse needs to remain on the desk.
Users may position content nearby but outside of the HWD field of
view (FOV) (or outside of their human FOV once AR HWD FOV is
wide enough), so it is necessary to help users maintain awareness of
out-of-view objects, as in [14, 15, 17]. As a possible solution to this
limited reach and view, extra functionality could allow the Reach
Cylinder to be rotated, moving along all the content attached to it.
Hand interaction could be enabled on the screen via raycasting, as
the hand cannot pass the physical screen for direct interaction with
the objects. Alternatively, the On Screen objects could be augmented
with handles that stick out of the screen to allow hand manipulation.
Hand tracking On Screen would provide less precision than mouse
input, but it may be useful if users are working primarily with 3D
object manipulations.
Users may also perform an interaction in one display space with
effects in the other. For example, users could use the mouse for
fine manipulation of an object displayed On Screen that is reflected
in other display spaces such as on the Desk Surface to allow multiple
simultaneous perspectives. As another example, users may use their
tracked hands to perform coarse manipulations (e.g, 90◦ rotations)
of an object on the Desk Surface that are reflected On Screen.
In the Desktop–AR CR space, it is also possible to use an input
device with effects in both display spaces. This CR interaction
builds on the previous one and adds that the user may manipulate an
object that is duplicated in two different display spaces. This case
uses the same interaction techniques as the previous one but offers
additional views on the virtual object being manipulated.
The Desktop–AR CR space also affords bimanual interaction
in the same or different display spaces. That is, users may use
a tracked hand and mouse input simultaneously to interact with
virtual objects. When the user’s mouse and tracked hand are in
the same display space (e.g., both On Screen), the mouse can be
used for fine-grained manipulations and the hand can be used for
coarser direct manipulations. When the user’s mouse and tracked
hand are in different display spaces, the virtual object could be
mirrored in each display space to give the user different perspectives
on and interaction affordances for the object. Alternatively, in the
distributed input scenario, the user could use the separate input
display spaces to cause a CR transition.
3.3

Desktop–AR CR Transitions

We use CR transition to refer to transitioning content between 2D
and 3D space in either direction. We envision the main method for
CR transitions to be based on spatial positioning; that is, content
positioned in the space behind the physical display is rendered in 2D
and transitioned to 3D as it moves out of this area at the sides or front
of the physical display. The Desktop–AR display space is much
larger than the limited area of the physical display, so moving objects
may require covering a greater virtual distance than users may prefer.
Thus, this CR task benefits from novel transition techniques.
We propose the following two novel techniques to more efficiently
transition objects: bimanual and batched. First, the bimanual technique uses the mouse and hand tracking at the same time. The user
first makes a gesture with the hand not using the mouse to indicate a
position in 3D space. Then, objects on the screen that are selected
with the mouse transition to this position. In contrast, the user may
make a gesture in 3D space to mark objects that are then transitioned
to the mouse’s on-screen position when clicked. Second, the batched
technique allows the user to select multiple objects, either On Screen
or in 3D space, and then switch modality only once, after which the
selected objects can be transitioned sequentially, either by clicking
in screen space or making a gesture in 3D space.
Another design aspect of the transition is that objects that transition can either be moved or duplicated. In traditional systems,
changes made to an object would not be reflected in a copy. In our
framework, however, one may wish to manipulate an object on the

AR HWD. We plan to investigate the asynchronous Desktop–AR
CR space as well (e.g., user switching between a VST AR HWD
and a desktop display: when the user puts on the HWD, the content
transitions from 2D to 3D, and vice versa when they take off the
HWD). As future work, we will refine the proof of concept with the
functionality described in Sect. 3.
5

Figure 2: MR capture of proof-of-concept system.

screen, but visualize the changes in AR. In this case, a transitioned
object needs to remain synchronized with its On Screen counterpart.
When multiple such distributed visualizations exist, it could become
difficult to know which ones belong together; thus, some indication
of their connection is required. For example, a line could visually
connect corresponding On Screen and spatial content.
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P ROOF - OF -C ONCEPT D ESKTOP –AR W ORKSPACE

As a first step towards validating our prototyping framework, we
created a proof-of-concept Desktop–AR workspace in Unity Engine
2021.2.16f. The system consists of two application instances running
simultaneously, one on a desktop computer with a physical flat-panel
display and the other on a Microsoft HoloLens 2. Both are instances
of the same project and are networked to synchronize the virtual
environment (VE) state, but differ in the way they visualize the VE.
A virtual orthogonal camera is positioned in front of the physical
display, and records the VE with the same viewport size. The
resulting image is rendered onto the desktop display’s application.
The HoloLens 2 application renders the same VE in world space,
blocking the part already covered by the physical display.
The system supports two interaction types: mouse and hand
interaction. The mouse is implemented as a cursor in 3D space,
moving on a plane that is flat on the display but curved towards the
user along a cylindrical surface in 3D space (Fig. 2). This allows
the 2-DOF mouse to work in the 3D Reach Cylinder. Curving
the plane avoids steep viewing angles onto the workspace as the
cursor moves farther to the side, similar to how some large computer
monitors are curved. Objects near the cursor can be moved by
holding the left mouse button. As a second interaction technique,
we implemented MRTK1 hand tracking, which allows manipulation
of content away from the mouse curve freely into 3D space. The
MRTK “far interaction” technique can be used to manipulate objects
on the screen or at a distance.
As shown in the demo video2 , the proof-of-concept system supports transitioning content between 2D and 3D space based on its
position. Content positioned behind the display in 3D space is rendered on the 2D display. This 2D content transitions to 3D when
moved outside of the screen space, and vice versa. While this
transition method is intuitive, it might not be the most efficient as
it requires large mouse movements to cover the distance between
spaces. Additionally, it does not support more complex interactions
such as copying objects into 3D space rather than moving them. It
also would be useful to further explore the rendered position of virtual content. For example, the AR HWD could render all content in
front of or behind the desktop display, with only content positioned
in the plane of the desktop display being rendered on the desktop
display. This would allow traditional 2D content to be rendered
with the full resolution and stability of the desktop screen, while 3D
content and closer or farther 3D windows would be rendered on the
1 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reali
ty/mrtk-unity/mrtk2/?view=mrtkunity-2022-05
2 https://youtu.be/amBV7uX0r9c

U SE C ASES

We explore the computing context of a user working in three dimensions, such as when creating a virtual world or doing computerassisted design (CAD). These tasks involve creating, shaping, and
manipulating 3D virtual objects. Desktop displays are useful for
detailed viewing of 3D objects and for fine-grained edits and manipulations. AR HWDs are also useful in this case because they
allow users to view 3D objects in actual 3D space. This feature
allows users to more naturally view and manipulate the objects from
multiple perspectives by directly moving the object in front of them
or moving their head around it. This can improve users’ spatial
ability and help them more reliably perceive and mentally represent
the objects in three dimensions [24]. For these reasons, an important
CR interaction for the virtual world builder or CAD worker is easily
transitioning objects to and from the desktop and AR HWD. Using
the AR HWDs hand tracking, they should be able to grab objects
from the surface of the desktop display and bring them onto the Desk
Surface space in front of the monitor where they can manipulate
them with their hands, similar to Benko et al. [2]. At the same time,
the objects could be duplicated on the original desktop display so
that the user may make finer adjustments with the mouse.
The virtual object the user is designing may consist of numerous
nested objects. Thus, the user might want to work on a specific
piece of the object while maintaining awareness of how that part
relates to the whole. The user could work on the part On Screen and
in the Desk Surface space while the whole virtual object could be
displayed through the AR HWD in the Reach Cylinder to the side of
the desktop display. The whole object could have an augmentation
highlighting the part being worked on and the current perspective
from which the user is viewing the part. The user could do detailed
work on the part On Screen and in the Desk Surface and perform
more macro-level manipulations (e.g., scaling the object to fit in
with surrounding objects) on the whole model in nearby AR space.
6

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a Desktop–AR CR prototyping framework
for combined mouse and hand inputs across a Desktop–AR display
space. To describe this framework, we discussed the input modalities
involved and outlined CR interactions and CR transitions that the
framework would support. We then presented a proof-of-concept
implementation of such a Desktop–AR display space, and explored
two potential use cases for it. At this workshop, we hope to discuss
the proposed system with members of the CR research community
and gather feedback on the kinds of interactions and transitions that
should be integrated into the framework concept. As future work,
we will develop the proposed prototyping framework and make it
available for use by the community.
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TABLE D ESKTOP –AR CR I NTERACTIONS

PART

1

Table 1: Desktop–AR CR Interactions part 1. This table lists examples illustrating why a developer or prototyper may want to implement certain CR
interactions made possible by supporting mouse and tracked-hand input modalities both separately (cases 1–6), and simultaneously for bimanual
interactions (cases 7–15, shown in the subsequent table). The Input Modality columns describe the space where each input modality is interacting;
OS stands for On Screen, RC for Reach Cylinder, DS for Desk Surface. Interaction scenarios we consider unlikely are marked as such.

1

Input Modality
Mouse Hand
OS
-

2

RC

-

3

DS

-

4

-

OS

5

-

RC

6

-

DS

Case

On-Screen [OS]
Traditional 2D interaction; fine
manipulations of 3D objects.
User is interacting with secondary object in RC that affects
the primary object (e.g., a window with view controls is placed
in RC)
User is interacting with secondary object in OS space that
affects the primary object in DS
space.
User is performing direct 3D
manipulation of 3D object displayed in high resolution.
User is rotating a large object
in RC space while a part of that
object is shown and updated live
in OS space.
User is directly manipulating an
object in DS space that is mirrored in high resolution in OS
space.

Display space of primary object
Reach Cylinder [RC]
User is primarily working in 2D
screen but wants to interact with
a 2D window that was extended
into RC space (e.g., [10, 11]).
User performs fine-grained manipulations on 3D object.

User is interacting with secondary object in RC space that
affects the primary object in DS
space.
User is directly manipulating
something on screen that affects
an object in RC space.
User is directly manipulating an
object in RC space.
User is directly manipulating an
object in DS space that is part of
a larger object displayed in RC
space. Manipulations that affect
the DS object affect the whole
RC object.

Desk Surface [DS]
User is primarily working in 2D
screen but wants to interact with
a 3D object on the DS using the
mouse, as in [22].
(Similar to 2[OS]) User is interacting with secondary object in
RC that affects primary object
on DS.
User is performing fine-grained
manipulations of object in DS
space.
User is directly manipulating
something displayed on screen
that affects an object in DS
space.
User is rotating a large object
in RC space while a part of that
object is shown and updated live
in DS space.
User is directly manipulating an
object in DS space.

B

TABLE D ESKTOP –AR CR I NTERACTIONS

PART

2

Table 2: Desktop–AR CR Interactions part 2. This table lists examples illustrating why a developer or prototyper may want to implement certain
CR interactions made possible by supporting mouse and tracked-hand input modalities both separately (cases 1–6, shown in previous table), and
simultaneously for bimanual interactions (cases 7–15). The Input Modality columns describe the space where each input modality is interacting;
OS stands for On Screen, RC for Reach Cylinder, DS for Desk Surface. Interaction scenarios we consider unlikely are marked as such.

7

Input Modality
Mouse Hand
OS
OS

8

OS

RC

9

OS

DS

10

RC

OS

11

RC

DS

On-Screen [OS]
User uses the mouse to finely
rotate an object while using their
hand to scale the object.
Quickly move an object from
OS space to RC space.
User performs fine adjustments
in OS space while performing
coarse manipulations (e.g., 90◦
rotations) in DS space.
User makes a gesture to quickly
move object from OS space into
RC space.
(unlikely)

12

RC

RC

(unlikely)

13

DS

OS

User performs fine adjustments
in DS space while performing
coarse adjustments in OS space.

14

DS

RC

(unlikely)

User selects an object in RC
space and makes a gesture to
quickly move it to DS space.

15

DS

DS

Perform fine and coarse manipulations on object and see them
displayed in high resolution in
OS space.

(unlikely)

Case

Display space of primary object
Reach Cylinder [RC]
(unlikely)

Desk Surface [DS]
(unlikely)

Quickly move an object from
RC space to OS space.
(unlikely)

(unlikely)

User clicks object in RC space
to quickly move it into OS
space.
User performs fine translations
of an object with the mouse in
RC space while scaling or rotating the object using a virtual
control in DS space.
User performs fine manipulations of object with the mouse
and coarse manipulations with
their hand.
(unlikely)

(unlikely)

User directly manipulates object
in DS space while adjusting fine
parameters in OS space.

Users makes a gesture in DS
space to quickly move object
into RC space.
(unlikely)

Users performs fine manipulations in DS space while performing coarse adjustments in OS
space.
User clicks on objects in DS
space to quickly move it to the
position the user is pointing in
RC space.
Perform fine and coarse/direct
manipulations on object in DS
space.

